Tracy Stokol: Tracy Stokol, AFPSF chair

Qiuming Yu: Qiuming Yu CBE Senator

Martha Field: Martha Field, senator Nutritional Sciences

Teresa Pawlowska: Teresa Pawlowska, Plant Pathology & Plant-Microbe Biology

Allison Chatrchyan, Cornell: Allison Chatrchyan, Faculty Senator At-Large

Bill Miller: Bill Miller, Horticulture

Itziar Rodriguez de Rivera: Itziar Rodriguez de Rivera, Romance Studies

Robin Dando: Robin Dando, Food Sci

Beth Milles: Beth Milles, Performing and Media Arts

Abby Cohn: Abby Cohn, faculty elected trustee

Andrea Stevenson Won: Andrea Stevenson Won, Communication

Nancy Pollak: Nancy Pollak, Comparative Literature

Adam Anderson: Adam Anderson, Psychology

Stephanie Divo: Stephanie Divo, Asian Studies

Mary Katzenstein: Mary Katzenstein, CAPE

David Field: David Field, Psychology

Debbie Cherney: Debbie Cherney, UFC, Faculty senate Animal Science

Rajesh Bhaskaran: Rajesh Bhaskaran, Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering

Stephen Vider: Stephen Vider, History

Maria Gonzalez Pendas: Maria Gonzalez Pendas, Architecture

Julia Finkelstein: Julia Finkelstein, Nutritional Sciences

Carrie Adler (she/hers): Carrie Adler, senator at large

Anthony Hay: Anthony Hay Microbiology CALS

Allison Chatrchyan, Cornell: It would be very helpful if all colleges/depts would send these links/resources for faculty to have easily at hand

Vilma Santiago-Irizarry: Vilma Santiago-Irizarry, Anthropology

Kelly Hume: Kelly Hume, Clinical Sciences

Denise Ramzy: Denise Ramzy, Dyson/College of Business

Courtney Roby: Courtney Roby, Classics
01:12:14 Taika von Konigslow: Taika von Konigslow, PMDS


01:55:04 Richard Bensel: Richard Bensel, Department of Government

01:55:53 Kelly Hume: it's kind of hard to hear Chelsea on Zoom

02:05:22 Richard Bensel: That was very eloquently stated and presented, Carl. Many, many thanks for taking the lead! Richard

02:05:33 Beth Milles: Thank you!